The map was reconstructed using SPREAD 1 and visualized using Google Earth (http://earth.
google.com). This figure is similar but not identical to the original image, and is therefore for illustrative purposes only. 
Supplementary

Supplementary Text 1: Comparing partial-L-Gene to complete L-Gene sequences.
In order to determine if partial L-gene sequences can be used to conduct phylogenetic analyses at the level of viral species, we carried out a double phylogenetic analysis using a representative set of the Paramyxoviridae containing 179 different sequences and comparison of the associated phylogenetic tree to the one derived from the analysis of the polymerase locus across its full length (8373 base pairs). In Supplementary Fig. 1 we present the two derived trees, which mirror each other regarding to the topology of viral genera and with significant Posterior Bayesian values. There is a notable level of concordance between the two trees at the level of viral species (outlined in color). Seven topological inconsistencies were found, each identified in the figure by a red asterisk, represent less than 4% of the total number of analyzed sequences (n = 7/179). Observed inconsistencies, include Salem virus and
Tupaia virus (Unclassified Paramyxovirinae), Mapuera virus (Unclassified Rubulavirus) and four species of avian paramyxoviruses (APMV-3, -5, -7 and -11) belonging to the genus
Avulavirus.
Concerning the genus Morbillivirus, it is placed after the Rodentia clade (full L-gene), or as a sister-clade (partial L-gene).
In order, to differentiate between these two phylogenetic constructions, we performed statistical analyses of phylogenetic signals by measuring the substitution saturation rate with an entropy-based test implemented in the DAMBE software which the sequences begin to fail recovery of the true tree for a given data set. Iss > Iss.c
indicates that the saturation level is beyond the critical threshold, with a substantial saturation leading to the erosion of the phylogenetic signal. In such cases it is based on a set of sequences not applicable for phylogenetics, whereas conversely an Iss < Iss. problematic when using long sequences as if we consider an equal saturation process (substitution accumulation), the background noise could be prevailing and reduce the phylogenetic signal. Finally, the seven topological inconsistencies found between the two trees cannot be attributed to either of the trees. It is probable that both phylogenetic constructions are valid. Thus, we consider that the use of partial L-gene sequences is a viable alternative for Paramyxoviridae phylogenetic reconstruction and, in particular, given that for UMRV no complete sequence has been yet reported.
In order to consider phylodynamics in Paramyxoviridae, it is necessary to demonstrate that the partial L-gene region allows correct extrapolations of driving predictions, which we have already carried out on this viral family from orthologous genes different from the polymerase gene (Supplementary Text 2) .
It has often been suggested that the use of sequences of a few hundred bases does not provide sufficient information to correctly infer phylogenetic relationships 4 . Even though in certain cases this point is justified, one should be cautious about such generalizations. The verification of the validity of the phylogenetic analyses using short sequences remains an appropriate approach, particularly when complete sequences are not available 5 . The most common challenge in molecular phylogenetic analyses is the discordance between phylogenies. Even if a simple addition of sequences at a genomic-scale helps clarify different phylogenetic inconsistencies, in some cases maybe insufficient to resolve relationships.
Philippe et al. 6 support this idea based on two aspects: (i) orthologous genes do not provide the same level of genetic information, owing to the variety of different sources and/or (ii) the loss of phylogenetic signal due to saturation of genetic information by too many substitutions 7, 8 .
For PV, gene order may not be the same, i.e. the genus Respirovirus as compared to different genera of Paramyxovirinae with interchanging F-and G-genes positions. These differences in the genomic structure probably reflect some internal rearrangement events (duplication/deletion, translocation, etc.) illustrating different evolutionary schemes.
Consequently, genomic information may not be considered as an absolute, and hence, genomic level phylogenies for paramyxoviruses may not reflect their true evolutionary trajectory. Besides, in situations when the "background noise" confounds the genuine phylogenetic signal, which is often associated with RNA viruses because of their notably quick evolution, data has to be employed either with the strongest phylogenetic signal, or with shorter sequence lengths 9 . In the case of Paramyxoviridae, and particularly for the UMRV, recent studies have shown that the short region from the L Polymerase gene, namely partial Lgene, can provide satisfactory phylogenetic reconstruction at the genus level 10, 11, 12, 13 17 , either with a constant population size or a skyline demographic model. The RLC model submits and analyses a succession of different local molecular clocks, each potentially occurring on any branch and extending over a contiguous part of the phylogeny.
Runs were carried out with chain lengths of 100-200 millions. The output from Beast was analyzed using the program Tracer 1.6 (http://beast.bio.ed.ac.uk/Tracer). Obtained mean rate was used to the subsequent UMRV phylogeographic analysis.
The majority of the set comprising the 145 sequences of UMRV felt in a too small time interval, introducing too much bias to determine empirically the evolutionary history and migration patterns of these viruses directly from our data set. This is due to the fact that different field campaigns to collect samples have all been conducted between 2009 and 2013.
However, it is reasonable to assume that determining the evolutionary rate change a virusrelated of the same genera or from a virus that proceeds to the same common ancestor could remain a good alternative and a reliable approximation in our case (L-gene). Parameter estimates were consistent among models and similar values were obtained for all the analyses.
The evolutionary rate of the current circulating MeV for the L-gene was estimated to be 3.48 to 245.53). The mean evolutionary rate and the t MRCAs derived from the partial L-gene were consistent and quietly similar to those already described for other various genes of the current circulating MeV. However, our values were slightly lower than those obtained for the structural H and N genes 18, 19 , but it was not unexpected, being considered that the polymerase gene is the most conserved among the Paramyxoviridae to maintain crucial structural domains such as multiple functions related to different replicative mechanisms 13, 20 . This molecular clock has been used for the phylogeographic analysis.
